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Brooklyn-based genre-bending indie quartet
Heliotropes began in 2009 when
vocalist/songwriters Jessica Numsuwankijkul and
Amber Myers posted an ad on craigslist, initially
seeking out musicians to play Brian Eno covers with.
They were eventually joined by drummer Cici
Harrison and bassist Nya Abudu, with singers
Numsuwankijkul and Myers doubling on guitar and
percussion, respectively. Their sound grew from their
earliest days of covers of Eno and Spacemen 3 into a
wide-ranging quilt of heavy sludge metal guitar tones,
shoegaze drone rock, and occasional girl group vocal
harmonies. The band's first recorded output came
with 2011's Ribbons 7", followed by some digital-only
releases. The next few years saw the band touring
nationally, including stops at the Lollapalooza, Firefly,
CMJ and SXSW festivals as well as support for
Esben and the Witch. A Constant Sea, was originally
released in 2013 on Manimal and will be issued on
Vinyl by Goodnight Records on May 20th, 2014.
The vinyl release will feature the previously
unreleased title track, A Constant Sea and new
album art.
“Heliotropes' debut album may be titled A Constant
Sea, but this Brooklyn foursome is too busy
navigating messy comedowns to worry about waves.
The psych-rock collective's first full-length is 12
tracks of stoner rock madness — all fuzz freakouts,
bluesy droning, and existential introspection.” - SPIN
“Numsuwankijkul fronts the Brooklyn-based
psychedelic rock quartet, and on A Constant Sea,
Heliotropes’ debut album, she shows that she can
slink around a melody like PJ Harvey, yowl like
Courtney Love in her best of times and pose as a
softer-sided folk singer.” - PASTE
“Their debut LP A Constant Sea carries the weight of
a psychological horror film, a slow, oppressive
haunting that occasionally explodes into poltergeist
terror.” - Consequence of Sound

SIDE A
1. early in the morning
2. psalms
3. eyeryone else
4. good and evil
5. ribbons

SIDE B
1. quatto
2. awake
3. christine
4. a constant sea
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